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Abstract. Face recognition systems have to deal with the problem that
not all variations of all persons can be enrolled. Rather, the variations
of most persons must be modeled. Explicit modeling of different poses
is awkward and time consuming. Here, we present a subsystem that
builds a model of pose variation by keeping a model database of persons
in both poses, additionally to the gallery of clients known in only one
pose. An identification or verification decision for probe images is made
on the basis of the rank order of similarities with the model database.
Identification achieves up to 100% recognition rate on 300 pairs of testing
images with 45 degrees pose variation within the CAS-PEAL database,
the equal error rate for verification reaches 0.5%.

1 Introduction

Despite significant progress automatic face recognition still suffers from the mul-
titude of variations a face undergoes when images are taken. This article aims at
improving face recognition in the presence of head pose variation. Rather than
creating a 3D model explicitly like in [1] or by introducing a manifold using many
views of each subject [2,3] an approach is presented where the only preprocessing
necessary is to find facial landmarks in the image followed by pose estimation.
This is realised by bunch graph matching, but more sophisticated methods like
EFOM matching [4,5] are available.

Contrary to approaches with explicit models for this variation, it is not nec-
essary to collect many images showing different head poses in order to enroll a
subject into the database. To generalize to different poses, images showing sub-
jects in a variety of different head poses are additionally collected. These model
images are taken offline in a preprocessing step.

As explicit modeling of pose variation is awkward and computationally expen-
sive, a simpler approach is studied, which relies on the assumption that similar
people in one pose will also be similar in another one. Then, the pose variation
can be learned by a list of persons known in both poses. Recognizing a client
is now achieved by comparing him with all model identities showing the same
head pose, and the ranking of similarities creates a similarity function, which
can be transferred to the new pose. Thus, the expensive process of enrollment
for different head poses has therefore been shifted from the recognition task it-
self to a preprocessing step. This similarity is a special case of rank correlation,
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one example being Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient [6]. This sort of
statistics is used for the evaluation of biometric systems [7] and for face matching
in [8]. Here, we apply it to pose generalization.

2 Method

We describe a person’s identity by a list containing identity numbers from a large
number of reference persons (the model database M). These lists describing a
new identity are orderd according to the similarity values to our model database,
they build a rank list. To model pose variation, the model database must contain
one image per pose for every model identity.

Beside this model there is a gallery TG of enrolled subjects which contains only
one pose. During recognition or verification of an image of an unknown person in
an unenrolled but estimated pose these ranks are calculated for the corresponding
view. All these persons make up the testing probes TP , the combination of both
is the testing database T . For two poses, the model database M is structured
analogous into MG and MP (see fig. 1). A similarity function measuring the
correlation of the rank lists then measures how similar the new images of persons
with different poses are.

The advantage of such a model is that no views need to be generated to deal
with pose variation. New images are only compared to model images of the same
kind (pose), and the between-poses comparison is done by correlation of two rank
lists containing the person’s identity.

2.1 Landmark Finding

The main data structure used in the algorithm is the model graph with nodes
on facial landmarks that are labeled with Gabor jets [9]. A set of such model
graphs for different faces constitutes a bunch graph [10]. The method proposed
here needs galleries of known people in different poses. These galleries have been
created with an automatic bunch graph generator, which works as follows.

Starting with a couple of manually labeled graphs, which are processed to
a bunchgraph, the system finds the best position for the bunchgraph on the
first image. If the similarity of the graph with the jets at that point crosses a
threshold, matching has worked fine and the found landmarks are a potential
face graph. At the beginning of the process this threshold is high, so that only
a few potential graphs pass the test. To counter the problem that the similarity
rises statistically with the size of the bunchgraph, another test checks the result
for consistency, meaning that each node of the bunch graph should be most
similar to the landmark it is placed on. Combination of these two tests leads to
a stable system.

The correctly matched graph is then used to improve the bunch graph. For
this purpose, a Growing Neural Gas (GNG) [11] is used as a clustering method.
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It generates representatives of the shown data and has the very helpful property,
that the optimal number of representatives need not be given by the user, but is
determined according to the distribution of the data. At the beginning, a GNG
is created for every node of the bunchgraph. The neurons of these GNGs are
initialized on the values of the jets at the according node. The nodes of every
correctly matched graph in the later process are used as input for the respective
GNG. After processing of the input, the values of the neurons of the GNG are
assigned to the jets of the bunchgraph.

Using the GNG delivers two main advantages compared to the simpler ap-
proach of enhancing the bunchgraph by the correctly matched graph directly.
First, the bunchgraph grows more slowly and reaches a stable size once the num-
ber of representatives at each node is enough for a good representation of the
data. The size of the bunchgraph determines the speed of the matching. Sec-
ond, the influence of a failed matching on the bunchgraph is minimal. Since the
corresponding jets are only used as an input to the GNG, the GNG will in fact
move a little bit to the wrong direction, but this can be compensated fast by
new and correct input.

Whenever a correctly matched graph is stored and used as input for the GNG,
the corresponding image is removed from the list of images to be processed. In
this way, the whole set of images is treated. After this first run, the remaining
images are processed again. As the increased bunch graph covers the face space
better, faces on images with incorrect matches in first run now may be matched
correctly. These runs are repeated until no face is matched correctly in a whole
run. Then both threshold values of the tests are lowered a little bit and the next
run is started. This is repeated, until every image of the database is processed.
A comparison of the position of the eye nodes of the found graphs with ground
truth data showed that all faces were located with adequate accuracy. A simpler
version of this is described in [12].

2.2 Rank Correlation Function

Given a testing set T = (TG, TP ) consisting of NG gallery images (0 ≤ tG < NG)
and NP probe images(0 ≤ tP < NP ). A model set M = (MG, MP ) of NM

identities is given providing both kinds of images as in gallery (0 ≤ mG < NM )
and probe (0 ≤ mP < NM ). From the model graphs only those NN nodes are
selected that are visible in both poses, corresponding nodes have the same node
index n (1 ≤ n ≤ NN). For compact notation, in the following X is to be
substituted by either ”G” or ”P”. Jets are denoted by J(·, ·, ·) and depend on
node number, identity number, and image set.

The similarities of each test image to all corresponding model images can be
calculated nodewise with the jet similarity S(J1, J2) as in [9,10]. On the resulting
vectors of similarities

XS(n, tX , mX) = S(J(n, mX , MX), J(n, tX , TX)) (1)
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Fig. 1. For each test image the jet similarities XS to all corresponding model jets can
be calculated. Sorting the model indices according to these similarities results in a field
rX(n, tX) which contains for all test images nodewise the most similar model images.
For one node these ranklist may be like the example in the figure.

the ranking rX(n, tX ; mX) is defined by the sorting permutation such that

mX > m′
X ⇒ XS(n, tX ; rX(n, tX ; mX)) ≤ XS(n, tX ; rX(n, tX ; m′

X)) . (2)

Similarity between two test images is then given by:

S(tG, tP ) =
1
F

·
∑

n

∑

mG,mP

δ
(
rG(n, tG; mG), rP (n, tP ; mP )

)
√

mG + mP + 1
, (3)

the normalization factor F is defined as the maximal possible similarity:

F = NN ·
NM∑

i=1

1√
2i − 1

. (4)

To give an example, let rg(n, tG) be [1, 3, 2]. This means (for node n) the most
similar model images to the test image tG are number 1, then 3 and then 2. If
rp is [1, 2, 3] the similarity for this node would be

S =
1√
1

+ 1√
4

+ 1√
4

1√
1

+ 1√
3

+ 1√
5

=
2

2.02
= 0.99. (5)
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Fig. 2. Once the rank lists have been calculated, they are describing the person’s
identity. For each probe image showing a person in a very different pose than the image
in the gallery the similarity to all gallery images can be calculated by the similarity
function S(tG, tP )

3 Experiments

3.1 Data

Three poses of the CAS-PEAL face Database [13] have been used: PM+45,
PM+00 and PM−45. The first NM identities build the model database, the last
NT identities the testing database. In most experiments NM = NT = 500 has
been used, variations are shown in table 2. Twelve of the remaining identities
have been labeled manually to find the landmarks in the model and testing
databases, as described in section 2.1.

3.2 Identification Results

Recognition rates are shown in the right half of table 1. For comparison, the re-
sults of direct jet comparison (which is not appropriate for large pose variation),
are shown on the left half of that table.

Table 2 shows the recognition rates for the case album PM+00 – probe PM−45
for different numbers of identities in model and testing database. In general,
recognition rates increase if the number of model identities increases or the
number of testing images decreases. If the model size is equal to the test size,
the results are even better with a higher number of identities, at least up to 500
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(a) PM+45 (b) PM+00 (c) PM−45

Fig. 3. Examples of used CAS-PEAL poses

Table 1. Recognition rates for 500 CAS-PEAL identities for the three poses PM+45,
PM+00 and PM−45. The left table shows the results of simple jet comparison, the
right one the result of our system with 500 different identities in the model database.

Gallery
Probe

PM+45 PM+00 PM−45

PM+45 100.0 8.0 2.6
PM+00 33.0 100.0 54.2
PM−45 3.2 24.4 100.0

Gallery
Probe

PM+45 PM+00 PM−45

PM+45 100.0 85.0 39.4
PM+00 98.0 100.0 99.0
PM−45 56.4 96.4 100.0

Table 2. Recognition rates for PM+00 – PM−45 for different numbers of model and
test identities. The model database consists of the first NM identities, the testing
database of the NT last ones of the 1000 used images.

Model
Test

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

100 96.0 95.5 89.7 88.5 83.8 81.2 79.6 78.3 75.9
200 99.0 97.5 96.7 95.3 93.4 92.0 90.4 89.6 —
300 99.0 97.5 97.3 96.8 96.8 96.5 96.1 — —
400 100.0 98.0 100.0 98.8 98.6 98.3 — — —
500 99.0 98.5 99.0 99.0 99.0 — — — —
600 99.0 98.0 99.7 99.5 — — — — —
700 100.0 99.0 99.3 — — — — — —
800 100.0 99.5 — — — — — — —
900 98.0 — — — — — — — —

identities. Figure 4 shows the cumulative match scores for the closed identifi-
cation scenario we used. Our method performs quite well for pose differences of
45◦, pose variations of 90◦ are difficult, because the number of visible landmarks
in both images decreases. Experiments with node independent rank lists have
been made, but combination of node dependent with node independent rank
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(d) PM+00 ↔PM−45
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Fig. 4. Identification performance (cumulative match scores) for different poses in
gallery (left of ↔) and probe (right of ↔) set. The model database consists of 500
identities, the testing database of 500 different ones.

similarities lead to better recognition rates for even bigger pose differences than
90◦. What can be observed, as already in Table 1, is that recognition is generally
better if the gallery consists of frontal pose. In our experiments, the rank simi-
larity function as defined in (3) performed best. For PM+00↔PM−45 it reached
99% of recognition rate. The Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient lead to
only 93.4%.
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Fig. 5. Verification performance for PM+00 – PM−45 for 500 model and 500 test
identities. a) and b) are without normalization and have an EER of 2.6%. c) and d) are
the results with normalization according to (7); the EER is between 0.4% and 0.6%.

3.3 Verification Results

To test our method for verification tasks each of the 500 gallery identities is com-
pared to all probe identities. This means there are 500 clients and 500·499 im-
posters. This has been done for the case album PM+00 – probe PM−45. Figure 5
shows the results. Figure 5 a) shows Correct Acceptance Rate (CAR) over False
Acceptance Rate (FAR), Figure 5 b) the probability distributions for clients and
imposters to attain a certain score. The Equal Error Rate (EER) is 2.6%.

To improve the EER in verification experiments, one can use the distribution
of similarities to all gallery images to normalize the similiarity values of each
probe image. For that, each probe image is tested against all gallery identities,
and the resulting 500 similarities for each probe image are normalized in the
following way:

S̄(tP ) =
1

NG

NG−1∑

tG=0

S(tG, tP ) (6)

Sn(tG, tP ) =
S(tG, tP ) − S̄(tP )√

1
NG

· ∑NG−1
tG=0

(
S(tG, tP ) − S̄(tP )

)2
(7)
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Fig 5 shows the resulting improvement for CAR and EER, the latter lies between
0.4 and 0.6%.

4 Discussion

We have presented a module for a face recognition system which can recognize
or verify persons in a pose which is very different from the one enrolled. We have
demonstrated the efficiency on 45◦ pose variation. An interesting side result is
that the frontal pose is the best to be used as a gallery. For a complete system,
the recognition step must be preceded by a rough pose estimation and look-up
in the respective pose model. As the database used has considerable scatter in
the actual pose angles it can be concluded that our method is robust enough to
expect that the full range of poses can be covered with relatively few examples.
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